
Those three simple words "you 
may begin"  transport you into 
another world, a world of com-

plete silence, a world where your every 
step has the potential to echo into 
the far reaches of your mind, as you 
systematically and with very deliberate 
intent ease your way around the venue.

You play mind games with your-
self as you insist that the time will 
pass quickly as you mentally prepare 
yourself for the journey ahead, a jour-
ney that appears never ending, as the 
second hand on the giant clock seems 
to laugh at you as it slows to an impos-
sible rate barely moving at all.

You tear your eyes away from this 
keeper of time and promise yourself 
that you will ignore its deliberate inten-
tion to play with your sanity. Instead, 
you focus your gaze on the bodies 
around you as they take up the chal-
lenge in front of them. All the while 
you move forward ensuring that your 
steps are cushioned so as not to disturb 
the silence surrounding you.

Suddenly a hand goes up and you 
are thankful for the opportunity to 
break the monotony of your journey 
and for a brief and f leeting moment 
you engage in hushed tones with a 
confused student who needs you to 

extricate yourself from your mental 
slumber and provide clarity on ques-
tion 4.1.1.

Before you know it you find  
yourself back on the beat, slowly 
and methodically winding your way 
between the carefully set out rows of 
desks checking that everything is as it 
should be, ensuring that nothing un-
toward is happening beneath your very 
watchful eyes.

And, as you do, so the giant clock 
continues to mock you, to laugh at you 
as it moves impossibly slowly on its 
own journey towards its final destina-
tion. In the meantime your attention 
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has been drawn to the functionality of 
the room in which you find yourself, as 
you question when and why it was built 
and find amusement in the architec-
ture of times past.

You spend some time reconfigur-
ing the space and how it could be used 
more efficiently and with greater pur-
pose but suddenly you are transported 
back to reality as another hand is raised 
disturbing your train of thought. 

Before long you start to count each 
and every step as you wonder how 
many steps it takes to circumnavigate 
the room. You have a particular num-
ber in mind but somehow your guess is 
never correct.

Finally, you allow yourself a sneak 
glance at the clock and delight in the 
fact that time has passed and that may-
be, just maybe, your torturous journey 

has an end in sight as you breathe a 
little easier and your step becomes a 
little lighter. 

The end is in sight, until tomorrow 
that is. 

This past week I joined the Do-
minican Convent School staff in 
invigilating one of the examina-

tion sessions in the School Hall. It is 
both tedious and enlightening work. 
Exams give educators insight into both 
the acquisition of knowledge and skills, 
but also a learner's time management, 
persistence, and emotional well-being. 
Exams can be particularly trying for 
new educators who wish to assist their 
learners in every way possible, but can 
do no more when the words "you may 
begin" are pronounced. 

In many ways, it is an examinations' 
test of human character which is most 
important. With sufficient motivation, 
most people can learn enough to pass 
most any basic topic. (I don't suggest 
the same about quantum physics or 
quark entanglement!) In the real world 
however, our resilience, independence 
and ability to perform under pressure 
are tested on a daily basis while the 
world—the great silent invigilator—
looks on.  
Thank you to all—parents, siblings, 
educators, peers, tutors, and counsel-
lors—who assist our learners in achiev-
ing their best. 
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Upcoming Events

Monday, 16July
Grade 8–12 Exams continue
FP Marks due on Pencilbox
FP School Reading Roadshow
PP Marks due on Pencilbox

Tuesday, 17 July
IP Final Examination Comments deadline
FP Hearing Screening

Wednesday, 18 July
09:00 PP-FP Outreach-Grandparents Tea

FP Comments due on Pencilbox
IP HOD final Report Comments Edit

14:00 Jhb Prep Schools Basketball Meeting
15:00 Board Finance Subcommittee Meeting

Thursday, 29 July
07:40 School Mass (Readings – Grade 7R)

Friday, 20 July
08:00 HS Staff Meeting and Comments
10:00 Headmaster’s Staff Meeting


